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Abstract
Neuromusculoskeletal models are a powerful tool to investigate the internal biomechanics of an individual. However, com-
monly used neuromusculoskeletal models are generated via linear scaling of generic templates derived from elderly adult 
anatomies and poorly represent a child, let alone children with a neuromuscular disorder whose musculoskeletal structures 
and muscle activation patterns are profoundly altered. Model personalization can capture abnormalities and appropriately 
describe the underlying (altered) biomechanics of an individual. In this work, we explored the effect of six different levels 
of neuromusculoskeletal model personalization on estimates of muscle forces and knee joint contact forces to tease out the 
importance of model personalization for normal and abnormal musculoskeletal structures and muscle activation patterns. 
For six children, with and without cerebral palsy, generic scaled models were developed and progressively personalized 
by (1) tuning and calibrating musculotendon units’ parameters, (2) implementing an electromyogram-assisted approach 
to synthesize muscle activations, and (3) replacing generic anatomies with image-based bony geometries, and physiologi-
cally and physically plausible muscle kinematics. Biomechanical simulations of gait were performed in the OpenSim and 
CEINMS software on ten overground walking trials per participant. A mixed-ANOVA test, with Bonferroni corrections, was 
conducted to compare all models’ estimates. The model with the highest level of personalization produced the most physi-
ologically plausible estimates. Model personalization is crucial to produce physiologically plausible estimates of internal 
biomechanical quantities. In particular, personalization of musculoskeletal anatomy and muscle activation patterns had the 
largest effect overall. Increased research efforts are needed to ease the creation of personalized neuromusculoskeletal models.
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1 Introduction

Neuromusculoskeletal (NMSK) models are digital and 
mathematical representations of the human anatomy 
and physiology, wherein bones are commonly described 
as rigid bodies interconnected by joints and actuated by 
muscles. When combined with motion capture and ground 
reaction force data, NMSK models can be used for biome-
chanical analyses of movement in healthy and pathological 
populations. By predicting and estimating internal biome-
chanical quantities that are difficult or invasive to meas-
ure in vivo (e.g., muscle and joint contact forces—JCFs), 
NMSK models may enable a better understanding of the 
mechanisms underpinning neuromuscular disorders (e.g., 
cerebral palsy—CP) (Steele et al. 2012a; Davico et al. 
2020b), thus assisting clinical decision making. As such, 
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NMSK models must provide a valid and accurate descrip-
tion of the neural and musculoskeletal systems. However, 
the generation of personalized models is not trivial and  
linearly scaled generic models are often used to approxi-
mate musculoskeletal anatomy.

Linearly scaled generic models rely on several assump-
tions and simplifications that might affect their estimates, 
possibly casting doubts on their ability to inform clinical 
decision making (Killen et al. 2020b). Musculoskeletal 
(MSK) anatomy is commonly linearly scaled from tem-
plate models (Delp et al. 1990); however, musculotendon 
(MTU) parameters, such as tendon slack and optimal 
fiber length, do not linearly scale with bones or muscle 
lengths (Ward et al. 2005, 2007). Hence, the modelled 
muscles may show a not-physiological behavior (e.g., 
low or excessive activation levels, abnormal muscle force 
profiles), which strongly depends on the above param-
eters (Buchanan and Shreeve 1996; Winby et al. 2008; 
Carbone 2016). Generic bony geometries poorly represent 
real bones (Suwarganda et al. 2019; Bahl et al. 2019), pos-
sibly resulting in the inappropriate location of joint cent-
ers, particularly at the hip (Kainz et al. 2017b; Bahl et al. 
2019), thus affecting joint angle calculations (Kainz et al. 
2017a) and subsequent joint moments estimates (Bosmans 
et al. 2014). The location of muscle attachments may also 
be inaccurate due to morphological differences between 
generic and real bones, consequently altering MTU kin-
ematics (Lenaerts et al. 2008; Scheys et al. 2008) and mus-
cle forces estimates. Lastly, muscle activations are com-
monly synthesized using optimization algorithms, e.g., 
static optimization, under the assumption that the central 
nervous system favors a neural solution that minimizes 

the metabolic cost (Crowninshield and Brand 1981). How-
ever, this assumption may not be valid in individuals with 
neuromuscular pathologies who present with co-contrac-
tions and abnormal muscle activity (Brunner and Romkes 
2008).

Several NMSK models with different levels of com-
plexity and personalization (Table 1) have been devel-
oped over the years (Arnold* and Delp 2005; Steele et al. 
2012a; Gerus et al. 2013; Brito da Luz et al. 2017; Fox 
et al. 2018; Modenese et al. 2018; Hoang et al. 2018; 
Wesseling et al. 2019; Veerkamp et al. 2019; Saxby et al. 
2020). Accurate skeletal anatomies have been recon-
structed from computed tomography (CT) or magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) scans via manual or semi-
automatic segmentations (Brito da Luz et al. 2017) or 
generated via statistical shape modelling (Zhang et al. 
2014; Nolte et al. 2016; Suwarganda et al. 2019; Davico 
et al. 2020a) and morphing techniques (Oberhofer et al. 
2019). Muscle attachments, which may not be visible 
on medical images, have been morphed to personalized 
geometries using atlas-based approaches (Pellikaan et al. 
2014), while via-points or wrapping surfaces (Moden-
ese et al. 2018; Wesseling et al. 2019) were manually 
inserted to constrain muscle pathways. Optimal fiber 
and tendon slack lengths, which cannot be readily meas-
ured in vivo (Herzog et al. 1991), have been (1) tuned 
to ensure physiological muscle behavior (Winby et al. 
2008; Modenese et al. 2016) and/or (2) calibrated within 
physiological ranges (Pizzolato et al. 2015; Serrancolí 
et al. 2016; Hoang et al. 2018). The maximal isometric 
force of muscles has often been scaled as a function of 
participants’ mass and/or height (Correa and Pandy 2011; 

Table 1  Personalization methods. Methods employed to personal-
ize musculoskeletal (MSK) anatomy, optimal fiber length (OFL), 
tendon slack length (TSL), maximal muscle isometric force (Fiso

max) 

and muscle activation patterns in neuromusculoskeletal models, using 
experimental, literature or models data

EMG Electromyography. Note that this table provides examples of methods employed to personalize MSK models, but it is not exhaustive
*Experimental data refer to the use of medical imaging data (e.g. ultrasounds) to determine muscle–tendon unit parameters

MSK anatomy OFL&TSL Fiso
max Muscle activations

Segmentation of medical images 
(Brito da Luz et al. 2017) 
(bones&muscles)

Morphometric scaling (Modenese 
et al. 2016)

Scaling with mass (van der Krogt 
et al. 2016; Modenese et al. 
2018)

Dynamic optimization (Anderson 
and Pandy 2001)

Statistical shape modelling (Zhang 
et al.2014) (bones)

Calibration (Hoang et al. 2018) Scaling with height (Steele et al. 
2012b)

Computed muscle control (Thelen 
et al. 2003)

Mesh fitting techniques (Oberhofer 
et al. 2019) (bones)

Experimental data* (Gerus et al. 
2015)  

Scaling with muscle volumes 
(Modenese et al. 2018; Davico 
et al 2020b)

EMG-informed approaches (Piz-
zolato et al. 2015)

Atlas-based approaches (Pellikaan 
et al. 2014) (muscles)

– Scaling with mass and length 
(Correa and Pandy 2011)

Synergy-based methods (Meyer 
et al. 2017)

Via-points (Modenese et al. 2018) 
(muscles)

– – Stochastic approach (van Veen 
et al. 2020)

Wrapping surfaces (Killen 
et al.2020a) (muscles)

– – –
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Steele et al. 2012b; van der Krogt et al. 2016; Noble et al. 
2017) or with segmented muscle volumes when medi-
cal images were available (Modenese et al. 2018; Davico 
et al. 2020b). Nonetheless, muscle weakness and altered 
mechanical properties due to neuromuscular disorders 
have commonly been based on literature data (Fox et al. 
2009, 2018; Steele et al. 2012a). Finally, several meth-
ods were proposed to synthesize muscle activation pat-
terns. These included dynamic optimization (Anderson 
and Pandy 2001), computed muscle control (Thelen et al. 
2003), electromyography (EMG)-informed approaches 
(Lloyd and Besier 2003; Sartori et al. 2012; Pizzolato 
et al. 2015), synergy-based methods (Meyer et al. 2017) 
and stochastic approaches (van Veen et al. 2020). To the 
authors’ knowledge, only one work (Pitto et al. 2019) 
proposed ways to comprehensively incorporate different 
personalized features in a single NMSK model, but did 
not investigate the effects of personalization on muscle 
forces and JCF estimates. Therefore, the combined effect 
of different levels of personalization on muscle and knee 
JCF estimates remains unclear.

In this study, we developed six different NMSK models 
with incremental levels of personalization. The first aim 
was to determine which model was physiologically more 
plausible (i.e., better represented the underlying anatomi-
cal and physiological characteristics of each individual’s 
musculoskeletal system). The second aim was to quantify 
the individual effect of personalized (i) MTU parameters, 
(ii) neural solution, and (iii) musculoskeletal anatomy on 
the outcome variables. We hypothesized that a higher 
level of model personalization would correspond to more 
physiologically plausible estimates. Additionally, we 
hypothesized that personalizing the neural solution and 
musculoskeletal anatomy would affect model estimates 
more than calibrating MTU parameters.

2  Material and methods

2.1  Participants

Three children with unilateral CP (Gross Motor Function 
Classification System I-II. Age: 8.35 ± 2.01 years, height: 
1.25 ± 0.12 m, mass: 23.30 ± 5.33 kg) and three typically 
developing (TD) age- and size-matched control partici-
pants (age: 7.98 ± 1.75 years, height: 1.23 ± 0.10 m, mass: 
24.47 ± 6.02 kg) were enrolled in the study (Table 2). The 
study was approved by the Children’s Health Queensland 
Hospital and Health Services Human Research Ethics 
Committee, and informed consent was provided by each 
participant’s guardian or parent.

2.2  Gait analysis data collection and processing

A 3D gait analysis assessment was performed in the gait 
laboratory at Queensland Children Motion Analysis Ser-
vice (QCMAS. Brisbane, QLD, Australia), where an 
experienced physiotherapist placed 51 retro-reflective 
motion capture markers on anatomical landmarks and 
twelve wireless bi-polar EMG sensors (Zerowire, Aurion, 
Milan, IT. 1000 Hz) on selected muscles of the right or 
(most) impaired lower limb (Davico et al. 2020b). Upon 
preparation, the correct placement of all EMG sensors was 
assessed by asking the participants to perform a series of 
exercises, each eliciting the activation of specific muscles 
(groups).

The gait laboratory was equipped with a 10-camera 
motion capture system (Vicon Motion System, Oxford, 
UK. 100 Hz) to record 3D marker trajectories, and 4 in-
ground force platforms (Advanced Mechanical Technology 
Inc., Watertown, MA, USA. 1000 Hz) to simultaneously 
measure the ground reaction forces, while the participants 
performed dynamic tasks (i.e., overground walking trials). 
An additional static trial was collected, while the partici-
pants were standing in a T-pose.

For each participant, experimental data from 14 walking 
trials where clean foot strikes and good quality EMG data 
(i.e., minimally affected by noise) had been recorded were 
selected and further analyzed. Motion capture data were 
cleaned and labelled in Vicon Nexus 2.6 and then processed 
in MATLAB using the MOtoNMS toolbox (Mantoan et al. 
2015). Both marker trajectory and ground reaction force data 
were filtered using fourth-order 6-Hz low-pass Butterworth 
zero-lag filter. EMG signals were band-pass-filtered (zero-
lag double-pass second-order Butterworth, 30–400 Hz), 
full-wave rectified, low-pass-filtered (zero-lag double-pass 
second-order Butterworth, 6 Hz) and then normalized to 
each muscle’s maximal excitation identified across walking, 
heel raising and jumping tasks (Devaprakash et al. 2016).

Table 2  Demographics of patients

Demographics of the studied population, which included three chil-
dren with cerebral palsy (CP) and 3 age-matched typically developing 
(TD) controls. GMFCS Gross Motor Function Classification System

Subject Age (years) Height (m) Mass (kg) Diagnosis GMFCS

TD01 10.45 1.385 32.90 – –
TD02 6.55 1.170 21.30 – –
TD03 6.96 1.160 19.00 – –
CP01 6.50 1.135 18.00 Hemiplegic I
CP02 11.16 1.425 30.60 Diplegic II
CP03 7.39 1.195 21.30 Diplegic I
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2.3  MRI imaging and processing

Following gait analysis, participants had MRI scans taken at 
the Queensland Children’s Hospital (QCH. Brisbane, QLD, 
Australia). All the motion capture markers placed on ana-
tomical landmarks were replaced by MRI compatible mark-
ers, filled with a liquid visible on MRI, while the remaining 
upper body and cluster markers were removed. Full lower 
limb MRI scans, i.e., from the iliac crests to the malleoli, 
were acquired on a 1.5-T SIEMENS MAGNETOM Avanto 
fit syngo MR VE11B scanner (SIEMENS, Germany) using 
a 3D PD SPACE sequence (slice thickness: 1.0 mm, spatial 
resolution: 0.83 × 0.83mm2). Lower limb bony geometries, 
including pelvis, femurs, patellae, tibiae and fibulae, were 
manually segmented on the MRI scans using the Mimics 
Research Innovation Suite (v19).

2.4  Base musculoskeletal model

The gait2392 OpenSim model (Delp et  al. 1990) was 
selected as base musculoskeletal anatomy. The base model 
included 34 MTUs per leg (Sartori et al. 2012), a single 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) knee mechanism with generic 
splines defining knee flexion/extension and a two-point 
contact knee mechanism for the calculation of knee JCFs 
(Saxby et al. 2016). Medial and lateral contact points were 
positioned on the tibial plateaus based on a regression equa-
tion (Winby et al. 2009).

To match each participant’s size, the base musculoskel-
etal anatomy was linearly scaled with motion capture data 
according to established recommendations (Kainz et al. 
2017b). However, since the population under study was 
significantly shorter and smaller than the subjects repre-
sented by the generic OpenSim gait2392 model, linearly 
scaled MTU parameters were further tuned. Specifically, we 
employed a morphometric scaling (Modenese et al. 2016) to 
optimize optimal fiber and tendon slack length values, thus 
ensuring a physiological muscle behavior throughout the full 
range of motion. Maximal isometric force values were scaled 
based on each participant’s mass, using the formula pro-
posed by van der Krogt and colleagues (van der Krogt et al. 
2016), which was specifically developed to better estimate 
maximal muscle force values in typically developing pedi-
atric populations and children with CP (who tend to present 
with reduced muscle volumes) (Veerkamp et al. 2019):

where mSS is the mass of the participant, while mG and Fmax
G

 
are the mass and maximal isometric force values from the 
unscaled template model, respectively.

(1)Fmax

SS
= Fmax

G

(

m
SS

/

mG

)
2∕3

2.5  Model personalization

The base model was progressively personalized to feature 
image-based anatomies, tuned and calibrated MTU param-
eters and muscle activation patterns derived from EMG data.

Personalized bony geometries were reconstructed com-
bining statistical shape modelling and morphing techniques, 
providing full bone segmentations as input to maximize 
reconstruction accuracy (i.e., pipeline 9 in (Davico et al. 
2020a)), and were generated using the free and open-
source software Musculoskeletal Atlas Project (MAP) 
Client (Zhang et al. 2014). Personalized bones were then 
employed to customize a generic gait2392 OpenSim model 
(Delp et al. 1990) for use in biomechanical simulations. Feet 
bone geometries, for which a statistical shape model was not 
available in the MAP Client, were linearly scaled from the 
generic gait2392 model. During the customization process, 
the pathways of all muscles spanning the knee joint were 
also personalized. Muscle origin and insertion points, whose 
location on the mean (statistical shape) bone models was 
based on the SOMSO anatomical model (Marcus Sommer 
SOMSO Modelle, Sonneberg, Germany), were morphed 
together with the bone meshes. A set of wrapping surfaces 
(i.e., analytical shapes) were then fitted to selected anatomi-
cal regions to constrain muscle pathways (Table S1 in Online 
Resources), thus avoiding in-bone muscle penetrations and 
ensuring smooth MTU kinematics throughout the range 
of motion, via an automated process (Killen et al. 2020a). 
A visual check was finally performed to establish whether 
MTU kinematics presented any discontinuities; hence, 
whether manual adjustments (in either size or orientation of 
the wrapping surfaces) were required. The resulting MAP 
client-generated models featured personalized bones and 
physiologically and physically plausible muscle pathways. 
The knee joint was modelled as a 1-DOF hinge joint mecha-
nism, where anterior/posterior and superior/inferior transla-
tions were prescribed to preserve a fixed distance between 
femur and tibia; the patellar body was locked to and moved 
along with the tibial body, via a fixed patellofemoral joint. 
Hip and ankle joints were defined as in the generic gait2392 
OpenSim template model. A two-point contact knee mecha-
nism was finally implemented to enable the estimation of 
knee JCFs (Winby et al. 2009; Saxby et al. 2016). In this 
case, medial and lateral contact points were positioned on 
the tibial plateaus where femur and tibia, with the model 
in default position (i.e., all joint angles equal to 0 degrees, 
with initial bone alignment based on the MRI data), were 
the closest.

Scaled and tuned MTU parameters were further adjusted 
via a calibration process in the Calibrated EMG-informed 
Neuromusculoskeletal Modelling Toolbox (CEINMS) 
(Sartori et al. 2012; Pizzolato et al. 2015), which employed 
experimental EMG signals to constrain values within 
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physiological limits. The aim was to improve each model’s 
ability to track experimental joint moments and EMG data. 
During calibration, which was performed using four (out 
of fourteen) of the processed trials and across four degrees 
of freedom (i.e., ankle plantar/dorsiflexion, knee and hip 
flexion/extension, and hip ab/adduction), optimal fiber and 
tendon slack length values could vary by ± 5% from their 
original value. The strength coefficients that were used in 
CEINMS to control the force producing capability of each 
muscle group were bound between 0.5 and 1.5. For two 
subjects (TD03 and CP01) who were twins, as well as the 
shortest and lightest participants in the studied population, 
a ± 10% variation was implemented to ensure physiologi-
cal muscle function. The more different the subjects were 
from the template models (in size, weight, and any other 
anthropometric characteristics), the more likely for the MTU 
parameters (even if scaled, tuned and calibrated) to be less 
close to the real values. Thus, resulting in abnormal muscle 
behavior, i.e., aberrant and excessive muscle excitations and 
force profiles, compared to experimental EMG and literature 
data—even for the TD participant.

Two different neural control solutions were employed in 
CEINMS to resolve the muscle redundancy problem: static 
optimization and EMG-assisted approach (Pizzolato et al. 
2015; Hoang et al. 2018). A summary of the six developed 
NMSK models is presented in Table 3.

2.6  Biomechanical simulations

Biomechanical simulations were performed on both generic 
and personalized musculoskeletal anatomies in OpenSim (v 

3.3) (Delp et al. 2007), where joint angles, joint moments 
and MTU kinematics were calculated using the inverse 
kinematics, inverse dynamics, and muscle analysis tools, 
respectively. OpenSim’s results were then provided as input 
for the CEINMS toolbox to guide the calibration process, 
when required, and to estimate muscle forces using the two 
neural control solutions, i.e., static optimization and EMG-
assisted approaches. In both cases, the following objective 
function was solved frame by frame:

where EsumEXC is the sum of squared muscle excitations; 
EMoment , and EEMG are the errors between experimen-
tal and estimated joint moments and muscle excitations, 
respectively; α, β and γ are weighting factors differently set 
depending on the neural solution. For static optimization, 
α and β were set to 1 and 2, respectively, with γ set to 0 
(since no experimental EMG data were provided). In con-
trast, for the EMG-assisted approach the weighting factors 
were optimized to balance between muscle excitations and 
joint moments tracking errors (Sartori et al. 2014; Pizzolato 
et al. 2015), aiming to achieve good EMG data tracking 
without compromising torque tracking (i.e., large—but not 
too large—gamma compared to beta values). The weight-
ing factors were therefore set to 1 (α), 1 (β), and 20 (γ). 
Of note, our static optimization approach differs to familiar 
implementations such as in OpenSim. In CEINMS (as per 
Eq. 2), the joint moment-tracking error is minimized as part 
of the objective function, rather than being incorporated as 
an optimization constraint. The static optimization approach 

(2)f = �E
Moment

+ �E
sumEXC

+ �E
EMG

Table 3  Summary of the developed models

List of the neuromusculoskeletal models developed in this study, and their features. EMG  electromyography, Morph. Scaling  morphometric 
scaling, MRI magnetic resonance images, MSK musculoskeletal, OFL  optimal fiber length, SSM statistical shape modelling, TSL tendon slack 
length.  Symbols denote generic anatomies and MTU parameters linearly scaled from the gait2392 model or the use of static optimization to 
solve for muscle activations

Model name MSK anatomy OFL & TSL Fmax
iso Muscle activations

unCalSO ✘ Morph. Scaling (Moden-
ese et al. 2016)

Scaled with mass (van 
der Krogt et al. 2016)

✘

CalSO ✘ Morph. Scaling + Calibra-
tion (Pizzolato et al. 
2015; Modenese et al. 
2016; Hoang et al. 2018)

Scaled with mass ✘

CalEMGa ✘ Morph. Scaling + Calibra-
tion

Scaled with mass EMG-assisted 
approach (Piz-
zolato et al. 
2015)

unCalSO
MAP MRI-based, SSM (bones) (Zhang et al. 2014) Morph. Scaling Scaled with mass ✘

CalSO
MAP Morph. Scaling + Calibra-

tion
Scaled with mass ✘

CalEMGa
MAP Atlas-based morphing, wrapping surfaces 

(muscles) (Killen et al. 2020a)
Morph. Scaling + Calibra-

tion
Scaled with mass EMG-assisted 

approach
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in CEINMS also enables using an elastic tendon model and 
the parallel elastic component in the Hill-type muscle model.

Finally, considering the knee joint as planar, at each time 
point knee JCFs could be estimated solving for the following 
static equilibrium problem (Winby et al. 2009):

where MMC∕LC

ext  is the external moment around the medial/
lateral contact point, MMC∕LC

MTU
 is the overall muscle torque 

acting on the medial/lateral knee compartment, and dIC is the 
intercondylar distance (i.e., between contact points).

3  Data analysis

The ability of each model to reproduce physiologically 
plausible internal biomechanics was assessed by quantify-
ing their ability to track experimental joint moments and 
EMG data, to predict joint loading within experimentally 
measured bounds (from instrumented implant data), and to 
feature or not (MRI-based) personalized MSK anatomies. In 
particular, the r-squared values (R2) and root-mean-square 
errors (RMSEs) were computed (1) to compare ankle and 
knee joint moment estimates from CEINMS to the corre-
sponding OpenSim Inverse Dynamics results and (2) to com-
pare CEINMS predictions and muscle excitations extracted 
from the experimental surface EMG data. The latter were 
calculated individually, for each of the 12 lower limb mus-
cles of interest, and reported as mean (standard deviation). 
The total knee JCFs profiles were quantitatively analyzed 
to identify any non-physiological loading condition (i.e., 
exaggerated JCF predictions). A plausibility criterion was 
selected upon analysis of the recordings of instrumented 
knee implants (23 trials, 11 patients) collected as part of 
the Grand Challenge Competition for In vivo Knee Loads 
(Fregly et al. 2012) and the Orthoload project (Bergmann 
et al. 2014; Imani Nejad et al. 2020). Briefly, instrumented 
implant measurements were normalized to BW and inter-
polated to 101 data points to represent the full gait cycle. In 
this dataset (n = 23 trials), the minimum and maximum BW 
values for knee JCFs resulted 0 BW and 3.45 BW, respec-
tively. We decided to approximate these values to 0 BW and 
3.5 BW, which were selected as lower and upper bounda-
ries for our plausibility criterion. Hence, model-estimated 
knee JCFs were considered non-physiologically plausible if 
exceeding 3.5 BW at any time. A scoring system was defined 
to rank models based on their ability to produce physiologi-
cally plausible predictions. One point per model and par-
ticipant was assigned whenever one of the following criteria 
was met: (i) good joint moment tracking (R2 ≥ 0.7), (ii) good 
muscle excitations tracking ( R2 ≥ 0.5), (iii) maximal JCF 

(3)JCF
LC/MC =

(

MMC/LC

MTU
−MMC/LC

ext

)

d
IC

not exceeding 3.5 BW, and (iv) inclusion of accurate mus-
culoskeletal anatomies (from medical images). The model 
that obtained the highest overall score was considered to 
be the most physiologically plausible and was thereon used 
as reference to compare muscle forces, total, medial and 
lateral JCF estimates. The level of agreement with the most 
physiologically plausible model was measured computing 
the R2 and RMSE values. This enabled the quantification of 
the individual effect of each level of personalization on the 
endpoint variables.

4  Statistical analysis

Data were checked for normality. If data distributions were 
normal, a mixed ANOVA was performed to compare R2 and 
RMSE values between models and within populations (i.e., 
TD and CP). Post hoc analyses were conducted using paired 
t-tests implementing Bonferroni corrections to account for 
multiple comparisons. If data were not normally distrib-
uted, the R2 and RMSE were compared using a Friedman 
test for repeated measures followed by a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test. Finally, statistical parametrical mapping (SPM) 
was employed to identify when, during the gait cycle, dif-
ferent models produced significantly different estimates 
of JCFs. For all tests, statistical significance was initially 
set to p = 0.05. All analyses were conducted in Python 3.6, 
using the Pingouin (Vallat 2018) and spm1d (Pataky 2012) 
modules.

5  Results

5.1  Assessment of physiological plausibility

All models well tracked inverse dynamics’ ankle 
(R2 > 0.97 ± 0.02) and knee (R2 > 0.85 ± 0.13) joint moments 
(Fig. 1). Significant differences in R2 values were revealed 
by the ANOVA test (1) between models (p = 0.0015) in 
tracking the ankle plantarflexion moment and (2) between 
populations (p = 0.047) in tracking the knee flexion moment. 
Specifically,  CalEMGa

MAP less accurately tracked ankle 
joint moments compared to  unCalSO

MAP and  CalSO mod-
els, while all six NMSK models better tracked knee joint 
moments for TD compared to CP participants (on aver-
age R2

TD = 0.93 ± 0.05, R2
CP = 0.88 ± 0.08). Low RMSEs 

(< 0.08 Nm/Kg) were measured for both ankle and knee joint 
moments, across models and subjects. Ankle plantarflexion 
tracking errors were significantly lower in pediatric CP mod-
els (p < 0.0001). Discrepancies between experimental and 
tracked joint moments were mostly observed around heel 
strike (first frames) and toe-off (~ 60% gait cycle).
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For both TD and CP children, the first four NMSK 
models, which employed static optimization methods 
to synthesize muscle excitations, were unable to accu-
rately track experimental EMG data (R2 < 0.30 ± 0.23, 
RMSE > 0.09 ± 0.03). Contrarily,  CalEMGa and  CalEMGa

MAP 
produced significantly more accurate estimates 
(R2 > 0.58 ± 0.25, RMSE < 0.07 ± 0.04, p < 0.0001. Fig. 1c).

From a qualitative standpoint, the models with per-
sonalized MSK anatomies (superscript MAP) produced 
lower knee JCF estimates compared to the corresponding 
scaled generic models, for all children (Fig. 2). Overall, 
 CalEMGa

MAP resulted the NMSK model with the highest 
level of physiological plausibility (Table 4). Therefore, 
its estimates of muscle forces and knee JCFs were used as 
reference in subsequent analyses to identify the individ-
ual contribution of each personalized feature on models’ 
outcomes.

5.2  Individual effect of personalization levels

Increasing the level of personalization was associated with 
muscle force and JCF profiles more closely approximating 
the estimates from  CalEMGa

MAP (Fig. 3). For the muscle 
forces, calibration of musculotendon parameters only mini-
mally affected the models’ predictions (~ 5%, p = 0.104).

However, a ~ 20% significant increment (p < 0.001) in R2 
values was observed when switching neural solution from 
static optimization to an EMG-assisted approach. Similar 
effects were visible on the RMSE values, which became 
considerably smaller by using EMG-assisted approaches 
as opposed to static optimization (p < 0.006). Signifi-
cantly lower RMSEs were obtained in the CP population 
(p = 0.022). The level of personalization also affected total 
JCF estimates. Switching neural solution to an EMG-
assisted approach significantly improved the level of agree-
ment with  CalEMGa

MAP predictions (p = 0.036). On the other 
hand, calibrating MTU parameters did not lead to significant 
improvements in the R2 (p = 0.529).

The agreement between medial JCFs estimated by 
 CalEMGa

MAP and the other models was very high (Fig. 4a). 
The mean R2 values were larger than 0.87 for all models 
and across populations, while the RMSE was consistently 
smaller than 0.5 BW. Nonetheless,  unCalSO and  CalSO 
showed a significantly lower level of agreement with 
 CalEMGa

MAP compared to  CalEMGa (p = 0.036). However, 
the RMSEs were smaller for  CalSO than  CalEMGa (p < 0.01). 
On the lateral compartment of the knee joint, the agreement 
with  CalEMGa

MAP estimates was lower than on the medial 
side, for all models (Fig. 4b). The level of personalization 
had a significant main effect (p = 0.006), in which the R2 
was significantly higher using a calibrated EMG-informed 
model compared to  unCalSO (p < 0.01) and the RMSE was 
significantly lower switching from static optimization to 
EMG-assisted approach (p < 0.047). No differences were 
detected between populations.

Pairwise t-tests in SPM (Fig. 5), conducted separately for 
each participant, confirmed the above findings. During the 
stance phase, the lateral compartment was mostly affected by 
the choice of the neural solution (Fig. 5a), while the medial 
compartment resulted to be more affected following person-
alization of musculoskeletal anatomy (Fig. 5b).

6  Discussion

For the first time, pediatric NMSK models featuring 
personalized bony geometries, muscle pathways, MTU 
parameters and muscle activation patterns were developed 
and employed to estimate knee JCFs during gait in TD 
and CP populations. Six different models with incremental 
level of personalization were developed and compared. 

Fig. 1  The models’ ability to track experimental data. For each 
model, R2 and RMSE values between predicted and experimental 
ankle joint moment (a), knee joint moment (b) and EMG data (c) 
were computed. Results are reported as mean across populations, TD 
(white) and CP (gray). * indicate statistically significant differences 
(p = 0.05)
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Among all, the calibrated EMG-assisted NMSK model 
with personalized musculoskeletal anatomy produced 
the most physiologically plausible results. This model 
accurately tracked experimental joint moments and EMG 
data and predicted maximal total knee joint contact forces 
close to instrumented implant data. Assessment of rela-
tive model personalization contributions indicated that 

personalizing anatomy and muscle activation patterns had 
the largest impact on muscle forces and knee JCF esti-
mates, i.e., our endpoint variables, compared to calibrating 
MTU parameters.

In agreement with our first hypothesis, the model 
with the highest level of personalization  (CalEMGa

MAP) 
produced the most physiologically plausible internal 

Fig. 2  Examples of total knee JCF profiles estimated using the 
six developed NMSK models, for a TD child and a child with CP. 
Colors discriminate models based on the definition of musculoten-
don parameters and neural solution (red =  unCalSO, blue =  CalSO, 

green =  CalEMGa). Line types refer to the implemented musculoskel-
etal anatomy (solid = personalized in the MAP Client, dashed = scaled 
generic from OpenSim). The vertical line separates the stance and 
swing phases of the gait cycle

Table 4  Physiological 
plausibility score

For each model, a score up to 6 was assigned based on the number of participants (dots) for whom the 
selected feature/condition was present/met. Population specific, i.e., for typically developing and overall 
scores per model were calculated. The model associated with the highest score  (CalEMGa

MAP) was consid-
ered to be the most physiologically plausible model. JCF Joint contact forces
*A JCF plausibility point was assigned to a model only if the condition (0 ≤ total JCF ≤ 3.5 BW) was met 
for all 10 trials. In brackets is reported the score considering an upper threshold equal to 4 BW (instead of 
3.5 BW) for the JCF plausibility

Model name Population Personalized features

Tracking moments Tracking excitations JCF* Anatomy Score Overall

unCalSO TD
CP

••• - - - 3 (4) 7 (9)
••• - • - 4 (5)

CalSO TD
CP

••• - - - 3 (4) 7 (9)
••• - • - 4 (5)

CalEMGa TD
CP

••• ••• - - 6 (6) 13 (14)
••• ••• • - 7 (8)

unCalSO
MAP TD

CP
••• - • ••• 7 (8) 14 (16)
••• - • ••• 7 (8)

CalSO
MAP TD

CP
••• - •• ••• 8 (8) 14 (16)
••• - - ••• 6 (8)

CalEMGa
MAP TD

CP
••• ••• •• ••• 11 (11) 20 (22)
••• ••• - ••• 9 (11)
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biomechanics (Table 4). Similar to the other developed 
models,  CalEMGa

MAP accurately tracked ankle plantar/dorsi-
flexion, knee flexion/extension, hip flexion/extension and ab/
adduction moments (Figs. S1–S6 in Online Resources). In 
addition,  CalEMGa

MAP better tracked experimental EMG data 
compared to models employing static optimization. This is 
not surprising per se, as the muscle–tendon unit parameters 
of all  CalEMGa

MAP models were calibrated using collected 
EMG data, and the cost function included an EMG-track-
ing term (in addition to the torque-tracking term, common 
to all models). Nonetheless, it enables to build trust in the 
predictions of EMG-assisted models. Indeed, the pres-
ence of the EMG-tracking term did not compromise the 
ability of  CalEMGa

MAP models to track experimental joint 
torques. In general, replacing static optimization with an 
EMG-assisted approach to solve for muscle forces had a 
significantly larger effect on the ability of models to track 
EMG data, compared to personalizing the musculoskeletal 
anatomy (Figs. S7–S8 in Online Resources). Furthermore, 
 CalEMGa

MAP predicted total knee joint contact loading more 
in line with experimental data from instrumented implants 
(Fregly et al. 2012; Imani Nejad et al. 2020). More specifi-
cally, compared to the equivalent generic model employing 

an EMG-assisted approach  (CalEMGa), our most personal-
ized model  (CalEMGa

MAP) produced significantly lower esti-
mates of total knee JCF. This is very important, as previous 
work (Gerus et al. 2013) showed that generic scaled NMSK 
models may overestimate in vivo knee JCFs measured with 
instrumented implants. Finally,  CalEMGa

MAP was anatomi-
cally and physiologically more accurate than  CalEMGa as it 
featured bony geometries reconstructed from medical imag-
ing data and muscle attachments morphed from the SOMSO 
anatomical model (compared to generic musculoskeletal 
anatomies).

Increasing the level of personalization significantly 
affected muscle force and JCFs estimates. The agreement 
between  CalEMGa

MAP and models with a lower level of per-
sonalization increased when MTU parameters and neural 
solution were progressively personalized (Fig. 3). However, 
some distinctions need to be drawn. Calibrating MTU param-
eters appeared to have little impact on mean muscle forces, 
total and medial knee JCF estimates (Figs. 3 and 4). Nonethe-
less, lateral contact forces were significantly affected (Figs. 2 
and 4b). Importantly, switching from static optimization to an 
EMG-assisted approach considerably improved muscle force 
tracking (R2 ~ 0.8, + 20% from  CalSO models. Fig. 3a) and 

Fig. 3  Comparison of a muscle forces and b total knee JCF esti-
mates between models. The level of personalization was incre-
mentally increased by (1) calibrating musculotendon parameters 
in CEINMS  (unCalSO to  CalSO) and (2) switching neural solution 
 (CalSO to  CalEMGa). Estimates from the most physiologically plausible 
model, i.e.,  CalEMGa

MAP, were used as reference, since no experimen-
tal data were available. * indicate statistically significant differences 
(p = 0.05)

Fig. 4  Comparison of a medial and b lateral JCF estimates between 
models. The level of personalization was incrementally increased 
by (1) calibrating musculotendon parameters in CEINMS  (unCalSO 
to  CalSO) and (2) switching neural solution  (CalSO to  CalEMGa). 
Estimates from the most physiologically plausible model, i.e., 
 CalEMGa

MAP, were used as reference, since no experimental data were 
available. * indicate statistically significant differences (p = 0.05)
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lateral knee JCF tracking (Fig. 4b), and enabled the identifi-
cation of abnormal profiles in the CP participants. Personal-
izing the musculoskeletal anatomy had the greatest impact on 
knee JCFs (Fig. 5b). All models featuring personalized MSK 
anatomies produced significantly lower JCF estimates than 
the corresponding generic scaled models (Fig. 5b).

Personalizing the musculoskeletal anatomy resulted in 
lower JCF estimates, particularly in the medial compart-
ment of the knee joint. This is consistent with previous 
work, where personalized geometries have been associated 
with lower estimates of contact force, which more closely 
approximated experimental data from an instrumented 
implant (Gerus et al. 2013). In the present study, personal-
ized musculoskeletal anatomies featured image-based bony 
geometries, muscle attachments morphed from the SOMSO 
anatomical model, physiologically and physically plausible 
pathways and MTU kinematics, and personalized joint con-
tact points. Particularly, the location of medial and lateral 
contact points determined the intercondylar distance, which 
is denominator in the equation solved to compute JCFs 
(Eq. 3). For the models with personalized anatomies, the 
contact points were located where, with the model in default 
position (i.e., all joint angles set to 0), the Euclidean distance 
between each tibial plateau and the corresponding femoral 
condyle was shortest. In contrast, the location of medial and 
lateral contact points on the scaled generic OpenSim models 
was defined via regression equations based on adult MRI 

data (Fig. S9 in Online Resources), resulting in narrower 
intercondylar distances compared to the MRI-based mod-
els (Table S2 in Online Resources) and possibly explaining 
our research findings on JCF estimates. However, adult and 
pediatric bones may differ in shape and size. Therefore, what 
may be valid for an adult population may not be applicable 
to children (Davico et al. 2020a).

This study had some limitations. First, personalized and 
generic musculoskeletal anatomies featured two different 
knee joint mechanisms. However, to reduce kinematics dis-
crepancies between models, which could affect JCF predic-
tions, knee adduction/abduction and internal/external rota-
tion DOFs on the base generic model were locked, to only 
allow knee flexion/extension. This resulted in comparable 
knee joint kinematics and kinetics between the developed 
models (Fig. S10 in Online Resources). Second, three of 
the six NMSK models developed in this study (i.e.,  unCalSO, 
 CalSO and  CalEMGa) were generated off the gait2392 model, 
although newer generic musculoskeletal anatomies had 
become available (e.g., full body model). However, this 
choice was deemed necessary to enable fair comparisons 
with the models generated via the MAP Client, which uses 
the gait2392 as template. Third, the scoring system devised 
to rank all developed models according to their physiologi-
cal plausibility was set up to provide an objective assess-
ment of the goodness of a model (and of the modelling 
pipeline proposed to generate them) but may have not been 

Fig. 5  Example of medial and 
lateral joint contact force esti-
mates for one TD child. Effect 
of changing neural solution (a) 
and personalizing musculoskel-
etal anatomy (b). Comparisons 
between  CalSO/CalEMGa and 
 CalEMGa/CalEMGa

MAP mod-
els, respectively. Gray bands 
indicate significant differences 
(p < 0.05), as per statistical 
parametrical mapping (SPM)
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exhaustive. The selected upper boundary of 3.5 BW used 
in this study as a criterion for physiologically plausibility 
was based on experimental measurements on elderly par-
ticipants with a total knee prosthesis, whose muscle activity 
may significantly differ from that of a child. This value is, 
however, in line with a previous computational study that 
reported predicted JCF values smaller than 3.5 BW both for 
a healthy pediatric population (max value: 3.0 ± 0.5 BW) 
and for children with mild CP (max value: 3.2 ± 0.4 BW) 
(Steele et al. 2012a). Although the body of literature sup-
ports the idea that the higher the level of personalization 
is, the more plausible the estimates are, the authors believe 
that all these aspects (and potentially more) should always 
be assessed to build trust in a model. Fourth, although the 
personalization of MTU pathways aimed to produce physi-
ologically plausible MTU kinematics (i.e., smooth and 
without discontinuities), the resulting moment arms and 
MTU lengths curves reflected patterns observed in cadav-
eric studies. These may not necessarily describe the MTU 
kinematics of a child. Larger than normal moment arms or 
increased muscle lengths due to the definition of subop-
timal wrapping surfaces may have been produced, which 
could have affected the final estimates. Nonetheless, visual 
checks were performed, and inaccuracies were manually 
corrected. Hence, the use of wrapping surfaces resulted in 
more physically plausible MTU pathways. In-bone penetra-
tions, which are observed in scaled generic models employ-
ing via-points to constrain muscle paths, were removed. 
However, personalized MTU pathways were not validated 
against in vivo data. A thorough investigation of the effects 
of MSK anatomy personalization on MTU kinematics, and 
consequently on muscle forces and knee JCFs, is yet to be 
conducted. Fifth, calibration parameters were not standard-
ized for all participants. For TD03 and CP01, who were the 
smallest children in the studied population (and identical 
twins), different calibration ranges in CEINMS were used to 
ensure proper muscle functioning (i.e., to avoid exaggerated 
muscle force values and abnormal profiles, resulting from 
inappropriately sized OFL and TSL). Instead of a ± 5% vari-
ation, calibration allowed for a ± 10% change for both OFL 
and TSL values. Sixth, the studied population included only 
three children per group (CP and TD) due to the amount of 
work required to develop the 36 NMSK models (Table S3 
in Online Resources). Nonetheless, to confirm the research 
findings and to determine whether increasing the level of 
model personalization may be more beneficial for patho-
logical populations compared to TD children, the methods 
proposed in this study should be applied to a larger cohort. 
Last, although this study primarily focused on the knee 
joint, we acknowledge that individuals with CP experience 
altered joint loading at the ankle and hip joints (Morrell 
et al. 2002). Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation (at the 
three joints) using the levels of personalization defined in 

this work would provide a more detailed and informative 
picture of all CP-related effects on gait. Future work should 
therefore aim to extend the methods hereby presented to both 
the ankle and hip joints.

7  Conclusions

Personalization is crucial to generate physiologically plau-
sible NMSK models. Particularly, the use of EMG-assisted 
approaches is recommended to capture atypical muscle 
activation patterns, while the inclusion of MSK anatomies 
based on medical imaging data is required to allow for the 
definition of more anatomically accurate joint geometries 
and MTU pathways. Moreover, the calibration of MTU 
parameters should be considered to ensure proper muscle 
function when working on pediatric populations, especially 
in the study of neuromuscular disorders. Last, the benefits of 
personalization become more apparent when multiple fea-
tures are personalized at once. Future efforts should focus to 
automate and simplify the generation and use of physiologi-
cally plausible NMSK models in clinical practice.
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